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A Quick Note From Gary...

It’s A Diabetus MIRACLE!

Fans of Seinfeld know all about the “Festivus
Miracle” that took place during the Holiday
season. In the diabetes world, we have our own
version of a miracle – something magical that
has sprung up from this dumpster �re of a year.

Telemedicine used to be considered taboo.
Insurers would not reimburse for it. Providers were not equipped to supply it. And
most patients were not all that keen to using it. My, how things have changed.
Necessity being the mother of invention, various forms of virtual healthcare have
been implemented since the onset of the coronavirus pandemic. And the reception
has been overwhelmingly positive. In a soon-to-be-published study in Diabetes
Research and Clinical Practice, investigators in Spain reported that, since the start
of the pandemic, a whopping 98% of people with type-1 diabetes found
telemedicine to be an e�ective way to receive treatment. Recently, many private
and public health insurers have extended coverage for healthcare services
provided through “electronic communications” into the new year, and a number of
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new platforms have been developed to make it easier for healthcare providers to
work with their patients remotely. In the Spanish study, the authors concluded:

“The COVID-19 crisis has brought to light a number of challenges and opportunities
regarding global health management and, more speci�cally, the management of
diabetes. We are faced with the opportunity to adopt digital technologies to improve the
quality and reduce the costs of healthcare services and perhaps even to improve access
to healthcare while increasing adherence to medical visits.”

Sounds like a miracle to me!

Diabetes, and type-1 diabetes in particular, is very well-suited to virtual care.
Integrated Diabetes Services is a recognized pioneer in this �eld, having provided
remote/virtual services for nearly �fteen years. Our patients can be found in all 50
States in the U.S. plus 35 other countries, covering six of the seven continents
(sorry… the internet seems a bit spotty in Antarctica). Even the group classes we’ve
taught at local hospitals are now being provided on a virtual basis via
teleconferencing. Being able to receive and review data, o�er guidance and
educate through a desktop/laptop computer or phone isn’t just safe, convenient
and e�ective for us. It is safe, convenient and e�ective for YOU.

Once the pandemic is over, we will resume seeing patients on a more regular basis
in the o�ce. But telehealth is here to stay. Wherever you are, we can help. If you’re
in need of a diabetes “tune up”, please reach out. There is nothing we can’t
accomplish by working together.

To you and your family, may you �nd your own personal miracle this Holiday
season!

- Gary

Gary Scheiner MS, CDE
Owner & Clinical Director
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Read the full newsletter online

Recipes for Type 1 & Type 2
Diabetes

Crab Cakes and Spicy Mustard Sauce

Roasted Garlic Parmigiano Broccoli

1-minute, low carb chocolate mu�n

Peanut Butter Cup Blondies

Not everything gets easier with time

One thing I hear from patients a lot is “I’ve had
diabetes for so long, I should be getting better at
managing it, but it feels like I’m getting worse!”

There are a number of reasons behind this
phenomenon, and knowing the causes can help
us either adjust our management to adapt or to
at least �nd peace in coping with change.

Multivitamins? To use or not to
use…

Vitamins are a big sell in the United States!
Almost 1/3 of the population takes a daily
multivitamin, but are there any real bene�ts from
the supplements?

Ask Dana:  Simple Solutions to your
Diabetes Dilemmas

I know that drinking alcohol in moderation is not
considered to be an unhealthy habit. But, I have
always wondered how alcohol impacts my
diabetes management?
- Jeremy Mills, Atlanta Georgia
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How and When to Get New Shiny
Diabetes Gadgets

It's that time of year again; time for shiny new
gadgets, right?! 

I have a few suggestions for how and when to get
new shiny diabetes gadgets!
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Just In Time for the Holidays…

IDS Announces New Weight
Management Service

The Thanksgiving leftovers have �nally
been “put away”. Holiday cookies (and
latkes) abound.

Just in time for the New Year,
Integrated Diabetes Services
announces a new Weight Management
Program, available on a virtual basis. 

All services are provided by Certi�ed
Diabetes Care & Education Specialists
who live with diabetes personally and
have specialized expertise in weight
management.

LEARN MORE!

Diabetes News
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High HbA1c increases risks
for acute respiratory distress
syndrome with COVID-19

A retrospective study of 77 severely or
critically ill adults was
done, considering a “high” A1c of

anything over 6.5%. 

Is there a link between
Dieting and Depression?

A recent study explores
the unintentional consequences
related to a heightened focus on
weight-loss behaviors.

Type 1 Diabetes Prevention
Update

A recent article in Nature Reviews:
endocrinology gave a summary of the
studies in the area of type 1 diabetes
prevention to date. We wanted to share
these advances and give a brief
explanation.

Updated Label of Liraglutide
for Obesity in Adolescents

The use of a GLP-1 receptor agonist for
adolescents aged 12-17 years and
adults who are struggling with
uncontrollable hunger and/obesity has
been FDA approved.

Gary’s TRIVIA TIME!

Last month, we asked for the name of the �rst organization dedicated to
supporting sports/�tness-minded people with diabetes.

Congratulations to Joanne Milo (www.thesavvydiabetic.com) for being the �rst to
provide the correct answer!

ANSWER: The International Diabetic Athletes Association, formed by Paula Harper
back in 1985. Joanne has more than 55 years of type-1 diabetes under her belt, and
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is founder of the Southern California Loopers Worldwide support network.

NEW QUESTION:

We’re all aware of the potential harm
caused by tobacco products.
Unfortunately, tobacco use is up since
the start of the coronavirus pandemic.
According to the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control, what percentage of
U.S. adults is a current tobacco user? 
This includes e-cigarettes and
smokeless tobacco.

The �rst person with the correct answer wins their choice of book from our in-
o�ce or online bookstore

Click to Submit Your Answers to gary@integrateddiabetes.com
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The Survey Says!

In November’s issue of Diabetes Bites, we asked how
you feel about your diabetes data being used for
research purposes. Opinions varied widely, but the
majority of respondents didn’t seem to care about how
their diabetes data is used.

5% Hands o�! I don’t want my data included in any studies.

33% Companies will have to get my approval before using any of my data.

3% They will have to pay me to use my data.

38% As long as my name isn’t associated with the data, they can use it.

21% What do I care who uses my data? Go ahead and learn what you can.

New Survey Question:

In this season of gift-giving, if you
could gift yourself anything, what
would it be?
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Announcing: Our New
Spanish Website!

¡Estamos orgullosos de anunciar que
nuestro nuevo sitio web de Servicios
Integrados de Diabetes en español ya
está disponible! A medida que
continuamos ofreciendo más servicios
a una audiencia global más amplia,
estamos emocionados de ver crecer
nuestro sitio web y atender a todos los
hablantes de español. 

(USA) 877-735-3648
fuera de los Estados Unidos: 001-610-
642-6055

Compruébalo aquí

A. A cure for diabetes
B. Complete obliteration of coronavirus
C. Instant, permanent weight loss
D. Doubling your income
E. The superpower of your choice (but
the superpower doesn’t give you any of
the others)

Take The Survey!

Special Gifts

This holiday season will certainly be one we will
never forget. We have learned to be creative in
sharing and keeping in touch with our loved ones
and friends.

More than ever, right now we must use the
knowledge we have to keep ourselves and the
ones we hold dear protected. Gifts do not have to
be wrapped in boxes. They can be wrapped in

love and concern.

Give the gift of health. Reach out to a loved one or friend in the diabetes
community and give the gift of a consultation with Integrated Diabetes Services.
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N o t lik e ly
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Advertising Opportunities

We o�er a number of promotional
opportunities for reaching the diabetes
marketplace, with a focus on patients and
healthcare providers who utilize intensive
insulin therapy. 

Website Advertising

Blog Advertising / editorial

Newsletter Advertising / Editorial

Diabetes Bites Monthly Newsletter is
published electronically by Integrated
Diabetes Services and distributed to more
than 10,000 individuals in the diabetes
community.

About Us 
Integrated Diabetes Services
provides diabetes education and
management consulting in-
person or remotely via phone
and the internet for children and
adults. 
Our blog, Thinking Like a
Pancreashighlights articles from
our own sta�.  

Type-1 Universityis the web-
based school of higher learning
for insulin users. Live and pre-
recorded courses on a variety of
topics.

Our sta� of extraordinary clinicians might be the right �t for someone on your list.
It could be the opening of a fresh perspective.

Our website storefront lists many books, especially Gary Scheiner’s “Think Like a
Pancreas”, a treasured resource. A little goes a long way!

Please email me at nancy@integrateddiabetes.com or call the o�ce for information
on our services and suggestions. 610-642-6055.

Please, have a safe and wonderful holiday season!

Best,
Nancy

Would you recommend us to a friend?
Let Us Know What You Think!

Not likely Absolutely!!
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Integrated Diabetes Services
333 E. Lancaster Ave. (suite #204), Wynnewood

PA 19096 United States
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(USA) 877-735-3648
Outside the US: 001-610-642-6055

Español: 435-255-1923

info@integrateddiabetes.com

You received this email because you signed up on our
website, added your name to our email list, corresponded
with a member of our sta� or made a purchase from us.
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